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Anna Opara Property Manager
Capital Integral Property Management

Board Meeting Date:
December 02, 2021, at 10:00am
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ACTION ITEMS LIST ONGOING/COMPLETED
Item: Slurry Wall Injections
Action/Result: Slurry wall injections have been completed. Painting and the
clean up will be scheduled for November 2021. Dumoulin will start the clean up
and painting on Dec. 01, 2021 and finish on Dec.02, 2021.

Item: Faulkner Lawsuit Update
Action/Result: The discovery dates have been received from counsel. The next
steps are to proceed with the discoveries and reassess thereafter. Counsel has
confirmed that the examination for discovery will take place on November 25,
2021 at 10:00 a.m. A  preparatory meeting in order for Ms. Campisi to review the
file with Bruce Bailey and to prepare him for the  discovery is scheduled for
November 22 at 2:00 p.m

Bruce Bailey’s first session was held on November the 24th and counsels
agreed that Ms. Faulkner needs to submit more information substantiating the
claim.
Discovery has been moved to February 7 and 15.

Please see the email below from the Corporation's Insurance Lawyer.

I am writing to give you an update on this matter. We were scheduled to proceed to
discoveries this week. However, the plainti�’s productions were missing all damages
documentation as well as the plainti�’s complete construction file as her unit was
under renovations when the loss occurred. We had previously requested these
documents from the plainti�'s counsel but did not receive them.

Prior to commencing discoveries on November 24th, all counsel discussed the missing
documents and that we would likely have to re-examine the plainti� in the future. The
majority of counsel then agreed to adjourn all discoveries for a couple months as
plainti�’s counsel refused to produce his client twice.

He also refused to proceed with the defendants’ discoveries given that more
documents may be produced that could impact his questioning.
Discoveries have been rescheduled to February 7th 2022 and February 15th 2022 on the
understanding that we should receive the outstanding documents before then.

https://www.cimanagement.ca/


Item: Building Security Update
Action/Result: Russell has provided the Board with a proposal.
However, a decision has not been made yet. Ongoing.

Item: HVAC Contract
Action/Result: The Board has decided to provide Optimum with 2 options.

Option A - Let them out of the contract but they need to pay us.
Option B - Stay until the end of their contract (April 2022) and fix the
deficiencies.

Optimum has declined both options and is trying to suggest that OCSCC 947 was in
breach of their contract.  This is a typical tactic to try and “turn the tables”, and claim
non-payment and the balance of the contract.

Nancy recommends, at this stage, that we respond that the Corporation is prepared to
agree to a mutual termination of the contract, and will not insist that Optimum
complete repairs or provide reimbursement, as an o�set to any alleged claims that
they are making.

In other words, that the parties agree to mutually “walk away”.

A new HVAC contractor will need to be selected at the Board Meeting.

Item: Water Quality Update
Action/Result: According to Davis from Davcon the results are better than
anticipated; we are absolutely where we want to be. These levels are all where
they need to be; now we must maintain them to ensure performance and
equipment longevity. Norkem has been advised to continue with the water
testing regardless of the outcome with Optimum.

Item: Garage Membrane Repair (Waterdon Quote)
Action/Result: Cameron from Waterdon Construction has followed up with the
shipping department from their supplier and they couldn’t provide a direct
answer. He is following up with the manufacturer to see if they can provide a
date. As soon as he hears something he will let me know.

Item: Fire Shutter Update
Action/Result: Douglas Fire has advised me that it has to be Al Parsons
Electronics that needs  to do the repair work as they were the contractor that
did the inspection on the fire shutters. Douglas Fire is still trying to schedule
the repair work.



Item: Reserve Fund Study Proposals
Action/Result: The Board has decided to go with Keller Engineering for the
Reserve Fund Study. Keller Engineering has been advised and the RSF has been
commissioned. Based on the reserve fund study reports which are ahead of the
one for OCSCC No. 947, the study will get underway in January. Keller will
advise me of a schedule for the inspection date.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION/BOARD APPROVAL

● Humidity Control Situation in the Building
● Gym Committee Response
● Water Tanks/Water Alarms
● Security

STATUS CERTIFICATES NOVEMBER 2021

None have been requested or issued in November 2021.



OCSCC No. 947

Decisions By Board Resolution

Preventative Maintenance HVAC Contract

___________________________________________________

Issue: To choose an HVAC contractor for the preventative maintenance of the HVAC

System at The Merit - 108 Ligar.

Background

CI Management has sourced the necessary quotes to complete a Preventative

Maintenance HVAC Contract. We have approached 3 companies to provide quotes for

this work.

● TL Mechanical

● Modern Niagara

● Seguin Morris

Considerations:

There are a few differences in the 3 quotes when it comes to pricing and inclusions.

Please see the below.

Conclusions & Options:

Company Cost

per YR

Service

Cost

After Hours

Cost

Water

Treatme

nt Cost

Prev.

Maint.

Flush

On site

Flush

Off

Site

TL

Mechanical

$11,250

+ HST

$98/hr

with a

min 1.5

hrs =

$147

$147/hr with a

min 1.5 hrs =

$220.50

$4,680

plus HST

$86/suite $100 $188

Modern

Niagara

$21,873

+HST

$99/hr

min 1 hr

$148.50  until

11pm and

11pm-6am

$198.00*1.5

min = $297.00

Included $71/per unit

$116/two

units

$75 +

$40

truck

charge

$238

Sequin

Morris

$15,150

+ HST

$105.00

$355.95

only

applies to

tenant

work

$157.50 after

hours and

weekends is

$210.00

$4,650.50

plus HST

$89/unit $256 $315



TL Mechanical

Quantity Equipment Visit/YR Filter Changes/YR

1 1 Air Conditioning Unit

Mitsubishi PUA36NHA4

23U10209B

6 6

4 4 Hydronic Unit Heater

Rosemex F-400 Various

4

3 3 Heating Boiler Raypak

H7-2005 Various

4

3 3 Neutralizer Axiom NT25

Various

1

8 8 Fan Greenheck

SBE-2H36-20-X Various

2

1 1 Expansion Tank Bell &

Gossett 249798

2

2 2 Fan Coil Unit Rosemex 4 4

1 1 Storage Tank Axiom SF100

13-10550-SF

4

4 4 Heat Pump Climatemaster

30PG01AA1D0000 Various

6 6

1 1 Gas Humidifier Engineered

Air SH400 49098 HUM

4

1 1 Heat Exchanger Armstrong

SM-29-750-44 AC121492

4

1 1 Make Up Air Engineered Air

UPEW614/C 49098 MUA

6 6

5 5 Pump Armstrong

6X6X104380 Various

2

1 Cooling Tower BAC

FXV-1212C-20D-0

U123198702-0

2



Seguin Morris

Quantity Equipment Visit/YR Filter Changes/YR

1 1 Air Conditioning Unit

Mitsubishi PUA36NHA4

23U10209B

6 6

4 4 Hydronic Unit Heater

Rosemex F-400 Various

4

3 3 Heating Boiler Raypak

H7-2005 Various

4

3 3 Neutralizer Axiom NT25

Various

1

8 8 Fan Greenheck

SBE-2H36-20-X Various

2

1 1 Expansion Tank Bell &

Gossett 249798

2

2 2 Fan Coil Unit Rosemex 4 4

1 1 Storage Tank Axiom SF100

13-10550-SF

4

4 4 Heat Pump Climatemaster

30PG01AA1D0000 Various

6 6

1 1 Gas Humidifier Engineered

Air SH400 49098 HUM

4

1 1 Heat Exchanger Armstrong

SM-29-750-44 AC121492

4

1 1 Make Up Air Engineered Air

UPEW614/C 49098 MUA

6 6

5 5 Pump Armstrong

6X6X104380 Various

2

1 Cooling Tower BAC

FXV-1212C-20D-0

U123198702-0

2



Modern Niagara

Quantity Equipment Visit/YR Filter Changes/YR

1 1 Air Conditioning Unit

Mitsubishi PUA36NHA4

23U10209B

6 6

4 4 Hydronic Unit Heater

Rosemex F-400 Various

2

3 3 Heating Boiler Raypak

H7-2005 Various

3

3 3 Neutralizer Axiom NT25

Various

2

8 8 Fan Greenheck

SBE-2H36-20-X Various

2

1 1 Expansion Tank Bell &

Gossett 249798

2

2 2 Fan Coil Unit Rosemex 2 2

1 1 Storage Tank Axiom SF100

13-10550-SF

2

4 4 Heat Pump Climatemaster

30PG01AA1D0000 Various

6 6

1 1 Gas Humidifier Engineered

Air SH400 49098 HUM

2

1 1 Heat Exchanger Armstrong

SM-29-750-44 AC121492

1

1 1 Make Up Air Engineered Air

UPEW614/C 49098 MUA

6 6

5 5 Pump Armstrong

6X6X104380 Various

2

1 Cooling Tower BAC

FXV-1212C-20D-0

U123198702-0

4



Company Additional Services

TL Mechanical 1. TL does not have a dedicated tech per

building as I find that during cold or

hot weather there can be A lot of calls.

When it is busy we like to respond as

quickly as possible, so it’s better to

have a variety of techs knowing the

building

2. Dedicated Account Manager

3. 24/7 Emergency Service

4. TL does not have in-house

engineering, but if it comes down to

that they can always source out one

easily

Modern Niagara 1. Dedicated site Technician

2. Dedicated Account Manager

3. 24/7 Emergency Service

4. Access to in House Engineering and

Energy Engineering Teams

Sequin Morris 1. Dedicated site Technician

2. Dedicated Account Manager

3. 24/7 Emergency Service

4. Access to in House Engineering and

Energy Engineering Teams

Budget Considerations:

The current contract price with Optimum is $17,933.10 (HST included) and that

includes the Water Treatment Service. In the budget for Fiscal Year 2021/2022 we have

budgeted $18k for the HVAC Preventative Maintenance contract.

Recommendation:

All contractors are versed in the field of HVAC Maintenance. However, TL Mechanical is

the only company that can offer all of the required services and still meet our budgetary

requirements. I have also worked with TL Mechanical personally and they provide their

clients with exceptional service at a fair price.

Total Price for TL Mechanical is $18,000.90 HST included

Total Price for Seguin Morris is $22,374.56  HST included

Total Price for TL Mechanica is $24,716.49  HST included



Estimate
Date

2021-11-30

Estimate #

1174

OCSCC #947
108 Lisgar St.
Ottawa ON
K2P 1E1

1314 Aurele Street
Ottawa Ontario
K1B 3L3

GST/HST No. 870174117
Total

candor@rogers.com
613-744-4369

Description Qty Rate Total

Installation of cleanouts, cable and flush the 23 story kitchen
stack-Includes cleanout locations on top floor unit, 17th floor
unit, 11th floor unit, 5th floor unit and base of stack.

2 5,100.00 10,200.00

Installation of cleanouts, cable and flush the 15 story kitchen
stack-Includes cleanout locations on 15th floor unit, 11th floor
unit, 5th floor unit and base of stack.

1 4,150.00 4,150.00

Installation of cleanouts, cable and flush the 23 story kitchen
stack-Includes cleanout locations on 6th floor unit and base of
stack.

4 2,950.00 11,800.00

Drain camera services: To assess condition of horizontal main
prior to a building wide cleaning. This will help mitigate
complications from flushing down the above floors. If the drain
requires flushing we could do so prior to broad stack cleaning.

3 135.00 405.00

Note:
-Includes supply of a 14"x14" access panel at each cleanout
location. 
-Drywall repairs by others
-Includes runners from work area to apartment entrance and
cleanup
-Cleanout access point may vary from unit to unit due to
variations in layout and custom cabinetry and or built in fridges
-The floors in which cleanouts are located may vary based on unit
lay outs and access (plus or minus a floor)
-Kitchen stacks only, does not include individual kitchen sink
branches
-Once this work is completed it will greatly reduce the cost of the
routine cleaning that is recommended every 2-4 years. 
-Includes annotated PDF showing cleanout locations for future
routine cleanings.

* This is an estimate only, work would be done on a time and
material basis. This price is based on performing the work under
one scope. It factors in the efficiency of remaining on site to
complete the full scope. Equipement storage etc.

*there are 7kitchen stacks: 2 high rise, 1 mid rise and 4 low rise

Page 1



Estimate
Date

2021-11-30

Estimate #

1174

OCSCC #947
108 Lisgar St.
Ottawa ON
K2P 1E1

1314 Aurele Street
Ottawa Ontario
K1B 3L3

GST/HST No. 870174117
Total

candor@rogers.com
613-744-4369

Description Qty Rate Total

HST (ON) on sales 13.00% 3,452.15

Page 2

$30,007.15



Estimate
Date

2021-11-25

Estimate #

1180

OCSCC #947
108 Lisgar St.
Ottawa ON
K2P 1E1

1314 Aurele Street
Ottawa Ontario
K1B 3L3

GST/HST No. 870174117
Total

candor@rogers.com
613-744-4369

Description Qty Rate Total

Backflow preventer testing

Perform annual backflow prevention test on the following
devices:
-Main Domestic water 
-Fire supply 
-Irrigation
-Garbage chute
-Mech chemical feed

695.00 695.00

Note:
-Backflow preventers require annual testing. This is an important
measure to maintain quality drinking water to residence. We will
issue notification annually to remind you when you're due going
forward
-Does not include City of Ottawa/BSI submission costs if
required. Available if necessary
-Price is for testing only, if a device fails for any reason the
service to bring the device to a 'pass' status would be performed
on a time and material basis.
HST (ON) on sales 13.00% 90.35

$785.35



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
November 18, 2021 
 
Anna Opara 
Property Manager 
Capital Integral Property Management 
1600 Laperriere Avenue, Suite 205,  
Ottawa, ON K1Z 1B7 
 
Dear Anna, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to quote on the cleaning of the In-suite dryer exhausts in The Merit Condominiums 
located at 108 Lisgar Street, Ottawa, ON.  
 
Scope of Work Detail: OCCC 947 - The Merit Condominiums - 108 Lisgar St., Ottawa, ON 
 
In-suite Dryer Exhaust Vent Cleaning 
 Clean dryer exhaust ductwork. 
 Clean dryer exhaust fan, if accessible. 
 Clean lint trap. 
 Clean exterior dryer exhaust grille located in the balcony. 
 Ensure all connections from the dryer to the lint trap to the exhaust fan are connected properly. 
 Check that the dryer is exhausting properly. 
 Advise management of any deficiencies. 
 Price to clean .................................................................. $ 65.00 each dryer 
 Total Price to clean all 76 units......................................$ 4,940.00 + $ 642.20 (HST) = $ 5,582.20* 
 *The Condo Corporation is responsible for the cost of the dryer exhaust cleaning.   
 
We will offer the following services to interested residents/homeowners at their expense:  

• In-suite Duct Cleaning 
• Heat Pump cleaning including filter replacement 
• Bathroom Exhaust Cleaning  

These services will be completed at the same time as the dryer exhaust cleaning.  I will send you a sign-up form for 
the homeowners to complete and submit directly to Clinicair.  As soon as we receive the forms after the deadline, 
we will schedule the cleaning. 
   
Thank you for this opportunity and we look forward to being of service to you.   
 
 
Sincerely,  
Norman Esteban 
CLINICAIR 
613-577-8865 / 905-922-5011 
Nesteban@clinicair.ca 
 



CLINICAIR			613-577-8865			nesteban@clinicair.ca

OCCC947  THE MERIT CONDOMINIUMS
108 Lisgar Street, Ottawa, ON K2P 0C2

CUSTOMER	NAME SUITE	#

CONTACT	PHONE	NUMBER EMAIL	ADDRESS

☐ Option	A:		DUCT	CLEANING	including	HEAT	PUMP	UNIT	CLEANING	(service	includes	filter	change)

												$	260.00	(HST	included)	for	the	1st	Heat	Pump	unit

												$	135.00	(HST	included)		for	each	additional	Heat	Pump	unit

												Please	indicate	number	of	Heat	pump	systems	in	your	unit:	____________

☐ Option	B:		HEAT	PUMP	CLEANING	ONLY	(service	includes	filter	change)

												$	45.00	(HST	included)	per	Heat	Pump	unit

												Please	indicate	Filter	size	______________________

☐  Option	C:		SANITIZE	DUCTWORK/HEAT	PUMP	with	BENEFECT	Botanical	Disinfectant	after	the	cleaning

☐ Option	D:		BATHROOM	EXHAUST	CLEANING

												$		20.00	(HST	included)	per	bathroom

PAYMENT	is	DUE	at	the	time	of	service.			PAYMENT	METHOD	ACCEPTED:	Cash,	Cheque	or	Debit

SIGNATURE DATE

											$		20.00	(HST	included)	per	Heat	Pump	System

☐		The	above	price,	specification	and	conditions	are	satisfactory	and	are	hereby	accepted.		Clinicair	is	authorized	to	do	the	work	
as	specified.	Payment	will	be	made	as	outlined	above.		I	authorize	a	representative	of	my	building	to	provide	Clinicair	with	access	to	
my	residence	for	the	purpose	of	carrying	out	the	work	requested	above,	if	applicable.	

Your	safety	is	our	top	priority!		We	are	taking	all	precautions	by	wearing	masks,	gloves,																													
sanitizing	all	surfaces	we	are	in	contact	with	and	keeping	our	distance.

Capital Integral Property Management has made arrangements for CLINICAIR to perform the 
dryer exhaust cleaning at your building.  Additional services listed below are being offered 
to interested residents/homeowners. To sign-up, email completed form to 
nesteban@clinicair.ca or call 613-577-8865 by December 10th, 2021.

Clinicair will contact you after the deadline to schedule the cleaning.  These services will be 
completed at the same time as the dryer exhaust cleaning in your building.  

CLINICAIR IS OFFERING THE FOLLOWING SERVICES TO HOMEOWNERS OF           
THE MERIT CONDOMINIUMS:



THE MERIT FITNESS ROOM COMMITTEE REPORT 

23 November, 2020. 

 

Please see below The Fitness Room Committee Report and Recommendations. 

The Committee was set up at the 2019 AGM to make recommendations to the Board on ways to 

improve & upgrade the Fitness Room. 

The Merit’s Fitness Room is a small space, requiring some thought and planning in order to maximize  

the range of exercises offered to owners.  

To get owner suggestions, a questionnaire was put in the Fitness Room, soliciting feedback. 

 

Existing equipment includes the following: 

2 Treadmills, Cybex Model 770T; 

1 Elliptical, Cybex Model 772AT; 

1 Recumbent Bicycle, Cybex Model 770R; 

1 Dumbbell stand with dumbbells; 

1 TRX Suspension Bodyweight Strap Exerciser (mounted on north wall at entry door); 

1 Universal multi-gym, Cybex model MG525 (with 1 of the 3 stations removed); 

Balance ball, exercise balls & floor mats. 

 

The Committee recommends a 2-phase approach: 

 

PHASE 1: The primary focus is to upgrade the weight bearing/resistance offerings with acquisitions in 

2021. The acquisitions specified are designed to complement and fit in with the Phase 2 additions.  

ACTION: Purchase a Functional Trainer and a multi-adjustable bench to upgrade the weight-

bearing/resistance offerings. 

Purchase a vertical stand to store the balance balls/exercise balls to get them off the ground & stored 

efficiently. 

Install hooks to get mats off the floor and efficiently stored. 

FUNDS: The Fitness Committee requests line-item Budget funding of $7.000.00 to cover the acquisition 

of the 3 pieces of equipment in 2021, and to budget for equipment maintenance issues.  

PROCESS: Assuming the Fitness Room budget is approved, The Fitness Committee would approach the 

Board for approval to purchase each specific piece of equipment of phase 1. The quote, the 

specifications and the rationale for choosing each particular piece of equipment would be included as 

supporting documentation. If the Board approves the purchase, the equipment order would then be 

placed. 

 

Background for Phase 1: 

Why a Functional Trainer? 

The weight-bearing/resistance options of our gym are very limited. Given the importance of weight 

bearing/resistance exercise for our health, a substantial upgrade will pay dividends: delay osteoporosis, 

improve balance, improve strength, improve sense of well-being, etc. Functional trainers are adjustable 

to both male and female users, & to different body types (height & weight). They allow easy 

adjustments in weights/resistance, efficient movement through different exercises, and easy transition 

from push to pull motions.  



The functional trainer was originally developed to mimic exercises prescribed by rehabilitation 

therapists to allow the patients to slowly develop strength in specific muscle groups. 

Attachments available to broaden the choice of exercises include hand grips, long bar, short bar, curl 

bar, golf handle, press-down bar, triceps rope, heel cup, ankle cuff, multi-purpose belt. A pull-up/chin 

bar would be included on the machine.  

Exercises allow targeting any muscle group, and include lunges, pull-ups, push-ups, rotations and squats. 

Arms: Bicep curl, overhead triceps extension, hammer curl; 

Shoulders: Cable crossovers, lateral raise, shoulder press, reverse fly’s, upright rows; 

Back: Rows, single arm rows, pulldowns, straight-arm pushdowns; 

Chest: Cable fly’s, chest press from any angle; 

Legs: Glute kickbacks, cable squats, straight leg deadlift, leg raises. 

 

Why a multi-function Flat/Incline Bench?  

It will broaden the range of weight-bearing exercises, both when using the dumbbells, as well as when 

using the functional trainer. The bench will have wheels that activate when one end of the bench is 

lifted. It can be easily repositioned for dumbbell work or for use at the functional trainer. 

 

Why a vertical storage apparatus for the exercise balls, balance ball?  

It will get this equipment off the floor and efficiently stored. 

 

Other issues and suggestions covered by the Fitness Committee: 

1. Locate the Functional Trainer & Adjustable Bench so as to leave a space designated for both 

floor exercises & dumbbell exercises. This space will give viewing access to a mirror to allow for 

monitoring of lifting technique & floor technique. See attached floor plans. 

2. Because of the limited space, the Committee doesn’t see providing facilities for heavy lifters. 

For those looking for specialty heavy-duty equipment a commercial gym would be more 

appropriate. 

3. Why a phased-in acquisition of equipment? As The Merit acquires the pieces needed to 

complete the design, the aim would be to acquire better quality pieces more slowly, rather 

than cheaper ones more quickly. This will give owners a better exercise experience, the 

equipment will last longer and break down less frequently. 

4. Assessment of quality: As an example, assessment of the functional trainer would include 

feedback from the suppliers, visual inspection of the model being considered, warrantee 

provided, check the ratio, 2-to-1 or 4-to-1, the gauge of the metal frames, quality of the 

pulleys, quality of the cables, quality of the handles, bars, and other attachments, ease of 

changing attachments, ease of adjustability of the height settings, cost, quality of manuals, etc.  

5. The Committee suggests setting up a Notice Board in the fitness room for owners to note 

equipment failures, offer suggestions, etc. Equipment breakdowns will have to be acted on 

promptly. Any machine identified as being in need of repair would have to be marked as non-

operational. 

6. Because of maintenance and sanitary considerations, the Committee does not recommend 

installing a water cooler. Users can bring their own water bottle. 

7. Re the suggestion to include a separate paper dispenser: The fitness room already has a 

sanitary sheet dispenser to wipe down equipment after use. This should be sufficient.  



8. The Committee recommends posting a list of owner’s responsibilities when using the 

equipment. 

9. Defibrillator: There should be one in our building. The Fitness Room is probably a good place to 

locate it. A ZOOM information session or equivalent would be organized to explain and 

demonstrate the proper procedures for using it. If acquisition is after broad-based vaccination 

program, an in house learning session can be arranged with a public health officer. 

10. Peloton Bike: This machine includes an interactive online software aspect with a substantial 

monthly fee, in addition to the capital cost of the bike. Given the cost, the fact that we already 

have 4 aerobic offerings, and are very tight for space, the Committee recommends putting this 

acquisition off to a future date when one of our existing aerobic machines has to be replace. 

11. There is an issue with the TV screens of the aerobic machines. While the aerobic part of the 

exercise machines still performs adequately, the TV function is breaking down. This will be an 

expensive fix. The Committee suggests that as the TV function fails, rather than repairing the 

dedicated screens, consideration be given to providing wi-fi access in the fitness room. This 

would broaden the content offering assuming the user has access to a tablet or cell phone. An 

alternative to this is to maintain the cable feed, and provide a wall mounted TV. The next 

survey of owners would provide background information to make a more informed decision. 

12. Re the suggestion to add a Stair-Master machine and a Jacob’s Ladder: Given the extremely 

tight space, and the fact that the condominium’s stairwell is right beside the fitness room, this 

suggestion would not be a high priority. 

13. Re the suggestion to install a rotating floor fan: Such a fan could be ceiling mounted or upper-

wall mounted, but the air circulation setting on the existing heat pump might be adjusted to 

provide the necessary air movement. This would be for consideration in Phase 2. 

 

PHASE 2:  

This phase includes a number of acquisitions, and would be phased in over a number of years.  

Acquire 3 standalone weight-bearing/resistance machines, each offering multiple exercises to round out 

the weight-bearing offerings. Given the size of the exercise room, single-purpose machines are too 

limiting. On acquisition of the third machine, retire the existing Cybex MG525 Multi-Gym (it takes up too 

much room and doesn’t offer useful exercises.) 

Once the new equipment has been specified, improve the attractiveness of the room by changing the 

colour scheme to a lighter mix, and add additional mirrors to brighten the room and give better viewing. 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

George Parry, gwsparry@me.com, 613-296-0982 

Jean-Louis Bouchard, jl@mygate.ca. 613-286-8816 

Neil Campbell, ncampbell107@rogers.com. 613-232-7717)  
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